
 

Redi
Vocabulary

aWalk
Trail no repeated edges

Path no repeatedvertices

Closed end where itbegins

Circuit closed trail

Cycle clased walk w no repealed unties except

firstdlast

Edenauteur 1trailincludingall
edges

a Euleriancircut circuit indudy
all edges

Hamilton an path path
includesA vk.es

aHamiltonian
cycle cycle including

all verhees

Spanning subgraph
subgraphwhichincludes all

vertices

or or

I



Define A multigraph
vertices sledges multiple edges

lateuca

district untie allowed

Pair YE and amap E par
shotsfundus

e
sohu.ttexactly 2

unties
edges Ev w

not necessarily injected

Makefrnulate

if we hue nukes data
farultgraphisencoded

by anmatxlaijla.gs
ofedges between

why it.jnth

aij O
integers aij ajiaii

OPseudagraphidaopsaeall.ec

GE E Pcv
e

subsetoforder In 2

Kono
assumptionof
injectily e

a

Matxfm an.la aijzo integer aij aji



Similar notions of submultigraph stepseoda graphs

Spang sulpsedograph
isomorphisms

mappy af Vertes af
onegraph

towitnesseth 4
edges toedges sit

incident incident

Sampeopley

Graph pseodegraph

other topless graph multgraph
us

simplegraph grasp

Euler salutn to Kingshy bridgeproblem

Eotri A pseudograph
has an Eulerian circuit if and

only if any vortexhas evendgnee
Hisconnectedand

Defy if G V E is a pseudo
graph reV

dyv of edges incident to v loopscankdtice



whishisn'tacircuit
Infact alsohare u

Eod A pseudographhas an Eulerianfur if and

only if it is connected and exactly 2
wives

have adddegree

Note if yo
knew thestatement fr tours know it for

circuits vise versa

Clearpt if hare anEobian circuit dukeshee
evendynee

Chaekexit dentereach
vertex same offines

if an Edemtan exactly 2 add

sauce exits are more than
eaters

terminus eats one more thanexits

s bad grammin

if exactly 2
add Edr tu

I
Call em eowci.at



G has allwhes em

1
i

pick an edge
and

remove it

say it
connected u w

together

in new graph G e
T

v d w hueodddegree

e is a loop can had a fur fan

Aipickouthat'snot aloop
N v to w cantethis

maybetheae.de loops
thzhe toget back
from w fo v

I L i
tina

just saccessely goes
though

eachloop at u thesemalteds
dae

what if G e is not

conceded

x
can't happen



Degree fumla

theorem if G is a pseudograph
then

v
degv 2 E

spliteachedge into
Z half edges

each Yzedgehelays

toexactlyoewlex
and dyn ofhalfegg

at u

dyv e E Yzedge 2 E

Cos if G is any graph the
mostalways be an

even afwhies af odd degree

Can'thue a graph
with exactly one odd vertex

cynnected

Definite An edge e in agraph G is called

a bridge if G e is not
connected

Page if G is connected allwines evenday we
G has no bridges



if knife problem

bridge

g p
each is now agraph w exactly are

whyaf adddynee
impassible

so no bridges can exist


